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About This Game

You've played and love those other physics games and now you're over those darn birds and want something with a new
perspective?
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The Staries are being invaded and need your help!
Use the Bizango Cannon to blast the bad guys and their structures in a new dimension of challenge and excitement!

Stop the invasion from a mysterious enemy and save the eggs. The bad guys are stealing your magic and taking your future by
capturing the eggs, it is time to defend your world!

Be careful because the bad guys have brought the Staries' eggs to the battlefield! You'll need to aim well to do maximum
damage but careful enough so you don't hurt the eggs.

The Staries are counting on you!

features

 50 Challenging levels

 5 Beautiful worlds to discover

 3 Powers to master

 21 Unlockable Achievements

 3D Physics Action!
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 A bright Cartoony style

 Easy to play but hard to Master!

 3 Control options

 Powered by the Unreal Engine 4

 + Much More!

Aiming

Use the Pyramids as sights to target the bad guys

Gamepad: ✜ or Left JoyStick
Keyboard: WASD or ▲►▼ ◄

Mouse: Click and Drag

Shooting

You only have Six shots so use them tactically
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Gamepad: A or Right Trigger
Keyboard: Space or Enter
Mouse: Click Fire Button

Menu

Pause, Restart, Next level and the Main Menu
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Gamepad: ►
Keyboard: ESC

Mouse: Click the Pause button

Down Blast

Hold to Aim and Blast anything under the Cannon ball

Gamepad: X
Keyboard: 1 or V

Mouse: Click the Down Blast button

Side Split

Hold to Aim and Blast 2 extra balls from the Side
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Gamepad: B
Keyboard: 2 or B

Mouse: Click the Side Split button

Explosion

Hold to Aim, release to let of a big Explosion

Gamepad: Y
Keyboard: 3 or N

Mouse: Click the Explosion button
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Title: Bizango Blast
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Olivier Archer
Publisher:
Olivier Archer
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual-core Intel or AMD processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or AMD Radeon 6870 HD

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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This game made me cry. Hard. Also, the music is VERY beautiful.. I played this game because it seemed like at least 50% of
the developers had a beard.

Was not disappointed.

Pros:
- Hilariously well done animations
- Already quite a few different mini-game modes.
- Smooth controls
- Love the music

Cons:
- No online play yet. Will come later on though so hold your panties.
- I think I yelled too much at my girlfriend

10\/10 would recommend my bearded friends again!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/6zEPg5WY6U0. E UMA\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665EM JOGO. I really do like the
Castle, DTG and all involved put a lot of effort into looks sounds and everything even the sound of 3 cone and single cone
ejectors is spot on! A job well done!. You may think you can skip the season pass because the campaign is only worth it, you
shouldn't. With the laughable price difference of standard edition and the bundle that includes this, you should just risk it..
Great series! Would love to see more of Hector in the future. He may be an
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but he is the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
who will save Clapers Wreake. This game includes the essential dialog, blantant jokes, action ,subtle jokes, puzzels, and sexual
jokes. All wrapped up in a very British Point n Click Noir that deserves more recognition!. Awesome OST. But no numbers,
album, wrong titles on the songs? like......C'mon!. Enjoyable next installment in the series! I think there might even be some new
music? I liked the optional level switches that were added this time around. I love this series and find it a relaxing way to spend
some time.
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The game is pretty good! The playstyle the story and the animation. The game is not so bad but i just wish that there were at
least a bonus.. A shamelss attempt to let you pay for the content of Wrath of the Damned event twice. Your girlfriend will love
the spider thingy, but you know it's useless. None of the cards are essential and you don't want to pay 5 \u20ac to extend your
collection by few extra virtual cards, do you?. Pretty fun. Took me longer than most of the others to complete. Puzzles were a
little annoying because they were so different from others in the series, but it was nice to have something different after having
played so many.. Early Access] If the game is well-completed, it is expected to be a worthwhile game for players like Roguelike
and Metroidvania. Support for multiple languages is scheduled to be updated.

*Nyanco Channel (Steam Curator)
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33855818/

https://youtu.be/9AWQ2yMduE8. My son plays this mostly, he gives it thumbs up! I recommend it too ;-). While admittedly a
quesionable practice, opening up a complete runestone deck can vastly speed up your talsiman games to more tolerable levels
and help keep the AI afloat if you need to give them a handicap. You could do worse with $4, save yourself some time and pay
for the convience in this case I would say.
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